Athletes, Scholars Gain Highest Honor

(xxx) borrowed

Will attaining.

Dick Hirsch, also a member of the Junior Class, has been elected co-captain of the varsity tennis team for a second time. A member of the Sophomore Class, he is President of the Junior Class. Frank Solomita, a member of Theta Xi, has been on the outside examiners by the History Department for three years, and part from the History Department, a member of Theta Xi, has been on the Executive Board for three years, and part from the History Department, the faculty have been designated to the fraternity. The judges of this year’s vocal battle are Sam Richman, Frank Groff, and one other yet to be chosen. Mr. Berkman is the Dean of the Harvard School of Music and an alumnus of the College. Mr. Groff is a music teacher at the Harvard School of Music. Each house must have at least seventy-five percent of its membership represented, and must sing two songs. One of these is to be either a school or fraternity song, while the other may be a selection of the Fraternity’s choice.

Scherer, Kohan, Zocis Be Leaders of Young Democrats

Benjamin E. Scherer was elected President of the Young Democrats as a meeting held last Wednesday. Scherer ran a strong campaign, and was re-elected on the same ticket. The new team is composed of juniors and seniors and is expected to be an active group. The end of the season was marked by the written examinations and oral tests on selected members of the team.

U.S. Senator Gives Speech at DKE Diamond Jubilee Dinner

"Those who are exploiting humanity are not the panacea to the problems of our time. Without a doubt, the greatest enemy to peace is the atom bomb. It is this that we must work to prevent, so that our children may live in peace and prosperity."

Clay Stephens Wins Jester Presidency

The College Jesters re-elected Clay Stephens to the presidency of the Jesters for the coming year by an overwhelming vote at their annual elections last Thursday evening. Richard Hiey was named as an alternate. The Jesters, under the presidency of Clay Stephens, are an organization which meets every Wednesday night in the College Chapel. The Jesters are responsible for the production of the Jesters’ comic musical, "I Am a Jester’s Joke." The next production will be "The Three Musketeers."
FEDERAL AIR
BY SAM ECKFORD

Tonight, kiddies, your uncle Eckford is in a benign and whimsical mood, contrary to his wont, and so the usual witty, bitter, biting satire is missing from his efforts here. Why, as a matter of fact, he feels as pleased as the cat just swallowed the cream, and almost as elated. He is in the happy mood of singing a poem of praise, of composing a paean, of exalting our own activities about with wild abandon. Spring has finally arrived (Spring? Why, when that superlative pseudo-intellectual who writes under the pseudonym of Eckford is in a mood to do anything but view with alarm, and eust ui in a sort of sickly complacency, and quite unenvious, and not the least envious, the activities about with wild abandon. Spring has finally arrived.)

We purport to be able from that group on the subject of school spirit, that we have printed in parenthesis, just to give all sides of the argument. We urge the readers to support this new and important step.

VERBOSITY

Late Sunday afternoon, after having gobbled rind of our Senior Ball date, we sat down and gobbled perched on our last beer before we were compelled to reduce the height of our volume and indulge in the degradations of our beverage.

May 12, 1954

Prof. Hugh Fonds New Neats Source

Professor Thurman L. Woods has announced that Keats's "Ode on a Grecian Urn" includes comments apparently borrowed from a hit chorus unacknowledged in the article on the sacrificial festival of the Hyacinth at Pott's Antiquities of Greece.

Patter beguines by locating the festival at Amyza in Laconia and continues by including passages from the athenia prophesies of the first day of the day "the solemnities with the feasting, garlands, and panax "usually other sacrifices."

In describing the second day, however, he mentions "a variety of spectators"; "boys playing upon the flute and singing," "young men singing some of their own country songs" and dancing "to the flute and vocal music;" "virgins" in chariots "magnificently adorned," and "descent of the sages."

Patter is translating Athenaeus, but Keats appears to be depending on an ancient translation rather than on the original Greek (which he could not translate).

Patter's last sentence is strikingly reflected in the fourth stanza of the Ode:

"And this is a typical..."

HANDBOOK

The Tripod heartily endorses the proposed student handbook, which for its first time will contain pictures of each incoming freshman. The advantages to both the present and up-and-coming faculty and fraternity groups are obvious and we will not elaborate.

The difficulty arises, however, because of the increased costs of printing 250 photographs and the necessary increase in page size. The Student Association and the Student Body, B.P.T. Board, we urge all of you to support this new and important movement.

THE FIRST STEP

The term "school spirit," although much overworked at Trinity during the past year, has not, in spite of a few well-directed efforts, been engendered among minority groups, become much more than two words which designate to many students something wonderful to have but perhaps not quite worth the effort required to achieve it. Director of Activities determined to prove the invincibility of this apathetic attitude, Trinity's brave Cadets, what would we civilians do without their spirit? We have been told of the imbecility of this apathetic attitude, as well as representatives of the administration in the Sports room of the field house last night. It is not that we are not interested in the activities of the College. Although it is in its ultimate form a healthy undergraduate interest in and willingness to support the activities of the College, the spirit is and must be based upon specific student action.

Several ideas presented at the meeting are worth of mention here. All of them will be debated in the near future. The most outstanding and sought after is the idea of the Trinity football and basketball games; and finally, a maintenance fund for a book and began glancing through the pages.
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Scheinberg is President of IFC; Callen, Secretary

By LAIRD MORTIMER

The new Inter-Fraternity Council held their first meeting of officers Thursday night in Goodwin Lounge. Hank Scheinberg (SN) was elected president, Lucky Callen (DPa) secretary, Lee Lahy (DKE) treasurer, and Don Mountford (DPa) publicity.

Scheinberg is Junior Legsman, and a member of the Kamp Epsilon for two years, an economics major. Much elasticity in some of the clauses highest-ranking students in each class, brought out, is to promote better sponsoring the book was a good idea. The Dean also reminded the students who are teaching limited courses offered; second, of either organization contained.

Class Marshal, treasurer of the meeting to discuss the ranking rules in particular, since they have been especially troublesome with Epsilon. It was suggested that freshmen be allowed to attend the fraternity party before the end of the first year. This would be a voluntary action and could be in the rules, such as the Mason Plan.

It was found that there was too much elasticity in some of the clauses concerning ranking, and a committee was formed of Sandy McCully, Chairman, Jim Holmden, Don Mountford, Jack Cloth, and Lynn Farhadin to re-write the ranking rules and report their alterations at the next meeting.

Lance Varr, President of the Senate, asked the IFC for $300 in order to sponsor the College Handbook, a picture of such a freshman, also had.

This denotes that the Alpha Theta may become a member of the fraternity. It was also brought out that Phi Psi has put Alpha Theta on their list of Theta Psi. IFC, an opening for later action on this club.

How the stars got started!

Red Barber says: "I was a student working my way through Florida College when I was asked to be the play-by-play man on a farm program. That got me into radio. In two years, I became chief announcer. My first sportscame in 1934 when I broadcast Cincinnati Reds games. Been doing Major League play-by-play ever since!"

Red Barber

Camels Agree with More People Than Any Other Cigarette!

Camel's cool mildness and rich flavor agree with more people than any other cigarette! Have you followed this plan, it will save you from the temptation to work with college-age youth. He is a member of the executive committee of the National Association of College and University Chaplains and has served as chairman of the Commission on College Work of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. He is also a TriPod reporter.
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Middlebury Panthers Trounce Tracksters 85-41; Amherst Gains 11 Firsts in Triumph Over Bantams

Alpha Delta Tracksters Lead Field; S.N., A. D. Phi Play Off to Meet Dekes

BY PHIL TRUSS

Intramurals came into their own during this past week as a result of the first half of the track meet and the development of the softball leagues. Taking the softball first, the American League is all but sewed up after the 12-7 lacing handed the Crown to Deke. The latter are now undefeated with only Delta Psi in their path to the championship. Theta Xi and Alpha Chi Rho will battle it out for the runner-up honors.

In the sprints the race has boiled down to just two teams. Both Sigma Nu and Alpha Delta Phi are undefeated in five games and the long title will be decided when the two teams meet later this week. Third place will be decided when Delta Psi meets New Dorm B. Each has lost only to the league leaders.

Alpha Delta Phi, defending their title, jumped into a quick lead in the intramural track meet after the first events were completed. Theta Xi and Sigma Nu are close on the heels of the leaders.

In the 100-yard sprint trials Alpha Delta placed three men and Theta Xi and Sigma Nu one apiece. Dave Mackenzie, Art Von Thaden, and Dick Royston came in for A.D. George Bergerman and Bob Welish placed for TX and SN respectively.

The high jump ended in a four-way tie for top honors. John Swett and Bill Gladwin picked up points for TX and A.D. The race went to Swett with Sigma Nu sweeping second and third.

Art Wilson nailed the 880 with Ed Smith of SN in second. In the 220-yard dash Alpha Delta placed Art Von Thaden and Dave Mackenzie for the finals this Friday.

The big event of the day was the 220-yard shuttle relay. This race along with the sprint relay on Friday comprise the biggest point events of the meet. Alpha Delta came home first to bolster their lead. Sigma Nu also picked up valuable points to gain third place behind Theta Xi at the halftime mark in the meet.

This Friday will see the final and decisive events of the meet. The big race, of course, will be the sprint relay as it carries twelve points with its title.

The other remaining events to be run off are the mile, shot put, javelin, broad jump, and the 100- and 220-yard sprints.

A third part of the intramural program has just opened as the golf competition is already underway, way running until May 18th. The over-all intramural race is tightening up considerably and golf could be the telling factor in the race for the cup.

Frost Nine Nips Eli In Squeeker 4 to 3

The Trinity Frost were successful in their first game on the road as they defeated a strong Yale Freshman nine in New Haven on Tuesday by a score of 4 to 8.

Although outplayed in almost every department, the Freshmen, with their backs to the wall, loaded the bases in the ninth with nobody out, trailing at that point, 8 to 3.

The Yale pitcher, bearing down, got the next two men, but George Keller tagged a two and two count pitch hard on the ground to the second baseman. It looked like the end of the game, but the Yale first sacker bobbled the hall and stood directly in the path of the runner. Keller, true football fashion slammed into him and before anyone could call time to minister to the stricken Yale man, three Trinity runs had dashed across the plate.

Moe Drabovitch was as wild as a buck in his first few frames with all of the Yale runners coming as result of walks and several extra base hits. However, he righted himself and finished up strongening fourteen batters in the last six innings.

The win was the Boothmen's fifth against no defeats. With the game at 6:26.1, the next two men, but George Keller tagged a two and two count pitch hard on the ground to the second baseman. It looked like the end of the game, but the Yale first sacker bobbled the ball and stood directly in the path of the runner. Keller, true football fashion slammed into him and before anyone could call time to minister to the stricken Yale man, three Trinity runs had dashed across the plate.
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The win was the Boothmen's fifth against no defeats. With the game at 6:26.1, the next two men, but George Keller tagged a two and two count pitch hard on the ground to the second baseman. It looked like the end of the game, but the Yale first sacker bobbled the ball and stood directly in the path of the runner. Keller, true football fashion slammed into him and before anyone could call time to minister to the stricken Yale man, three Trinity runs had dashed across the plate.

The bright spot for Trinity was George McCall who splashed around the murky track to gain 900 yards in the mile and 880 yards in the two mile. His competitor in the distances, Coral Malottis, put on a great kick to come home first in the two mile run and his scores ultimately turned the scales in favor of the visitors 85-41. The absence of Captain Bill Godfrey, who is in the hospital as a result of a liver infection, was heavily felt.
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Golf Team Routes Springfield, A.I.C.; Loses to Williams 10-8

Playing on a rain-soaked course, golfers made it two straight victories as they downed Springfield College 7-2. The match was played last Monday (May 3rd). The low medal score went to Al Briggaman with 74.

Scores Low

The scores were exceptional considering the weather conditions. Jack Burrell shot a 77 and easily handled his opponent 2 and 1. Lou Herrone had a bad day. He slipped from his usual strong game and was defeated 2 and 1. Springfield also gained the best ball.

Long-driving Chuck Burr was won with ease over his Springfield adversary 7 and 5. Al Briggaman also triumphed with ease as did the Blue and Gold in the best ball.

Second Victory

Dave Hawkins and Jim Steinmetz topped their matches with little or no difficulty and also added the best ball. This was the second win of the season for Trinity.

The Trinity Inklings divided their triangular golf match with Williams and A.I.C. last week. They lost a very close decision to the Ephs 10-8 and then came back to trounce American Industrial College by the score of 15-3. to bring their seasonal record to 3 wins and one defeat.

The closeness of the Williams match can be seen when one notices that Trinity defeated A.I.C. by a larger margin than did Williams. The low medal score for the Williams match was 76 shot by two of the victors. Jack Burrell was low man for the Battams firing a 76. The scoring of the match was by Nassau rules.

Burrill Rallies

Burrill got off to a slow start five over par after five holes. He managed to come back and break even with his Williams' opponent on the first nine, but the latter took the match points by winning the second nine.

Lou Herrone, playing exceptionally well, defeated Carey of the victors. The latter had reached the third round in the National Amateurs in 1953.

Chuck Burr won 2½-½ with comparative ease. Al Briggaman put his man to rout 5-0. The score at this point was 7½ for Trinity.

Battams Stymied

Needing only two points for a tie the Battams were frustrated in their efforts and the match was lost 10-8.

The A.I.C. affair was a farce as Burt, Briggaman, Hawkins, and Jim Steinmetz won with ease as did the men of Pappas 15-3.

Today's Quiz

What Makes a Lucky Taste Better?

A Lucky tastes better for two important reasons 1. Lucky Strike means fine tobacco...light, mild, good-tasting tobacco.

2. That tobacco is toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted" - the famous Lucky Strike process - toasts up Luckies' fine tobacco... makes it taste even better when cleaner, fresher, smoother.

That's why a Lucky tastes better. And nothing but better taste is why thousands of college students prefer Luckies to all other brands.

So, enjoy better taste. Be Happy -- Go Lucky!

Lucky's Tastes Better Means Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
To the Editor of the Tripod:

Fortunately the existing competition has long since passed the fraternities. Likewise, inter-fraternity competition is a healthy thing when get his literary neck chopped off, but occasionally the situation becomes too unbearable to keep quiet. The most pressing problem at the present is the becoming less and less stage and a destructive sort of tension threatens is so intense such rushing rules. In the meantime, a more open and honest admission of rushing as it is bound to exist will go a long way regardless of class or adequate might.

(Editecr's note:-In reply to Mr. Hatfield's letter-To Editor Contest to the Tripod, hereby posts the proposed change in article 1, section 1 of the Senate Constitution. It reads: "The membership of the Senate shall consist of one representative from each fraternity, the Commons Club, one off-campus and one off-campus neutral, and each social organization recognized as entitled to Senate representation by the president and dean." The proposed change would delete the bold face words, the Commons Club."

JACOB'S GIVES TALK

For the first time since 1920 Trinity played host to the Delta Phi National Convention. Delegates and alumni numbering 179 and representing sixteen chapters met for a weekend of parties and business meetings.

The highlight of the weekend was the banquet Saturday night. President Jacobs spoke on "Fraternities At The Crossroads." Dr. Davies followed with an enlightening talk on the "Modern College Man." Prominent alumni present were Newbold Balch, recently appointed ambassador to the American Embassy in Moscow; Forbes Armory, former international traveler; and Robert N. Muller, eminent New York lawyer and secretary of the Trinity College Board of Fellows.

CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

In cooperation with the Senate, the Tripod hereby posts the proposed change in article 1, section 1, of the Senate Constitution. It reads: "The membership of the Senate shall consist of one representative from each fraternity, the Commons Club, one off-campus and one off-campus neutral, and each social organization recognized as entitled to Senate representation by the president and dean."

The proposed change would delete the bold face words, the Commons Club.

Today's CHESTERFIELD is the Best Cigarette Ever Made!

"Chesterfield for Me!"
Jo Ann Johnson
Univ. of Nebraska '55

The cigarette that gives you proof of highest quality--low nicotine...the taste you want--the mildness you want.

"Chesterfield for Me!"

Two-thirds of America's Colleges smoke Chesterfield.

"Chesterfield for Me!"
Marilyn Grosse
Gen. of Sen. '54

The cigarette with a proven good record with smokers. Here is it. Bi-monthly examinations of a group of smokers show no adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses from smoking Chesterfield.

Largest Selling Cigarette
in America's Colleges